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Fold up,
suck in,
stuff down
in spaces where you
cannot fie.

Pull inside
before anyone can see
you move.
You stick out.

Curves galorein tight or no
sleeves, bare
all hips in low-riding
jeans stretched
around
dimpled thighs.

Extravagantyou should be
petite, small, flat.

Sometimes
before I fall asleep:

my hands find you
in the darkcaress you naked,
free.

I love you,
I allow you,
when we're
alone.

This curve,
this dimple, this weight,
softness,
sweetness, in plump skin.
Smooch
just right.

You fill the void
when no one else is
looking.

Chris Brown Cliffe

There's broken glass in the fitting rooms,
two small children playing tag around my counter
and a kid shoving $5 t-shirts into his Jansport backpack.
I have called for assistance from

•

A mother, a manager, and God .
None of them are listening.

We are all pretending

t)

0

that we don't see each other
as we each attempt to shamefully
pick up the jagged shards of mirror,
waning innocence,
and dignity

:e

from dirty laminate without
pricking fingers and slicing
bloodlines from ancestors who
promised us
better than this.

Haley Lambert

•

Jacob Melton Untitled 1

Melissa Carter Old Rusty

Tues

Arizona

Emily Bagdasarian
Tucson Arizona walks the quiet streets at night
Dallas Texas knows his route tryin' ro pick a fight

In husky breaths, whispers words deadlier than knives
Creeping winds and crawling thoughts break out like hives
Across his mind, he doesn't run in flight because she might
Draw another breath, shout another truth
Tucson Arizona sweating bullets, dripping down his face
Dallas Texas fingering an envelope filled with the proof
A lunge, a gun, it all goes off ending this rat's race.

Jacob Melton Untitled 4

Trazodone Trees
Zachary McCarthy

How many lips we kissed,
how many bottlesHow many dreams shared
under trazodone rrees,
Dreams of Buddhist suicides
and encroaching dronesDreams of endless rice
swaying lazily in the wind,
as we lay naked
in the fertile soil
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Grounds
Forest Lyon

I'm begging you not to pour me into the grinder again.
You won't listen.
You might even enjoy watching those blades cut through my soft exterior.
They split my black heart like a knife to fresh avocado on a cutting board.

It is the disintegration of my diversity.
My reduction into a softened uniform powder.

I percolate into the transparent mold you have designed for me.
Cruel subconscious intentions imprison me there.
I wait for you to consume me once more.

For a short time, you will love me again.
Of course. I was there when you needed me.
But as quick as that love came, it will dissipate and disperse, like my steamy soul.

From the air I will eagerly watch mother karma exact judgment on you.
You know this. You feel my grinding pain every day of the week, for the entire duration of the day.
You too, are consumed. By her.
She pours you into the grinder.
She empties you into the mold.
She takes you into her world of desperation.
You give her exactly what she wants.
That fleeting euphoria that she can't possibly live without but will always
Take for granted.

Soon enough she will be finished and move on to the next. For now.
This juggler wants the whole kitchen and she knows that she has it.
You are only the morning coffee.

12

The Monster

at the BottoM

a

Kaitlyn Schmit

For that friend, who just shouldn't drink

You told her not to, but she did it anyway.

Pandora.

She's the guest you didn't invite. The reason you're home before midnight. The worst decision ever.

It's like waking up in the morning to clear skies, and you almost make it back before the forecasted storm-but no. Those clouds roll over the
mountainside faster than you can say no shots for you and, once again, you're soaked. In Pandora tears.

Shit.

You present a bowl oflate-night macaroni, an offering of good faith in hope of postponing the transformation. Good Smeagol. Good girl.
But at the first sign of summersaults and handstands, take cover. Pandora has emerged from Goll um's cave ... and she wants to play. As
dramatically as possible.

Pandora cries because she doesn't want to be a big girl. Because she doesn't want to be a soccer mom. Because she has nightmares every night
and the world will probably, most definitely end tomorrow.

Pandora is tired and she wants to drive home. She's fine and she wants to drive home right now. But where are her keys?

You clever bastards. Fuck you.

At the end of the night, she takes off all her clothes and sits in the middle of the floor and whines. It takes ten minutes to wrestle her into a
t-shirt and, at last, victory. Pandora falls asleep, oblivious, in a nest of blankets.

She will be sorry tomorrow.

Sarah Smith. Microscopic

Sleeping Late
Meagan Riley
You curl into the morning like the missing half of a parenthesis,
Searching to still the rhythmic pounding of your long-gone heart.
Your downfall deserts you in stiletto heels, courting the stillness of che hall.
The lock latched in place gleams dimly in che light chat slips through che blinds,
And the steps resume their pace, dicks raining down rapid fire,
Like bullets from a gun. They ricochet in your dead ears.
You etch your history into the cold linoleum with trembling nails,
Picking away at chat raised scuff of shoe polish.
And you wait for her to return.
Bue you know she never will.
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Running through the wilting wheat fields
I.hear thunder in the distance
The clouds on the horizon
Herald relief
From the hot August sun.
I stop where I am.
The m emory of green
Washes over me
Like the rain that is soon to come

Jake Skudlarek

ls

AND
they are the forgotten, chose men,
whose talents brought chem here,
not skill with a gun, nor sword, nor cannon
but chat they could play symphonies and canons
so while others fought and died and fled
they played on amongst the dead

AND
the fifers, pipers, rife with pox
shed their notes like scales and arpeggios
along the broken landscape of the battlefield
trampling the fallen, the unknown,
dug deep deep into the marshy ground
never to be seen [or heard] again

AND
the drummers, their hands numb
drumsticks now a new digit,
replacing chose rendered useless by frostbite
instrument now a pare of chem,
the beat their heartbeat
their feet bloody, bleeding, the blood both theirs
and the blood in the soil soaking through their boots

AND
they all cry, "chis is war!"
Here there are no heroes, except we, who do not run
but continue playing, crying, singing, dying,
dying across the cold frost and the bodies already there
our instruments our last companion,
our battle song, our last words

Meagan Riley
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Kelly Sheridan The Violinist

Waiting rooms don't have walls. They have old skin, same as hers, and they breathe slow. Red eyes and tight shoulders
and wringing hands all trapped inside the beige underbelly. In spite of ourselves, of our restless blood, we sit. And
periodically, we gingerly hold her moth wing hand. I'm not sure what that machine does nana, but it looks expensive,

e eart

so I bet it is helping. Get her another blanket wouldya. Well, she doesn't have a fever.

::~::,::,;;'!~du;~::::::,:,~::::~· DraV
Don t you know this woman 1s everything to us?

~

Carlisle Sargent
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Kelly Sheridan Submerged
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Saturday Night in NoveMber
Meredith Dickson
The sweet smell of autumn
parted with a credit card into
four neat lines of a pale, lusterless orange,
a tell-tale dusting on the cold countertop

Green coupons, left on top of
the humming fridge, rolled into
rigid cylinders like empty cigarettes,
tickle our nose hairs as they slide inside

We bow down to the four lines, place our
lime sticks graciously in front of their
cadaverous carrot-colored bodies.
We take them in with a backwards sneeze.

Sparks ripple to the brain, a strange seasonal
scent fills us up to our eyelids, like inhaling
crushed leaves and cinnamon. We're seeing
orange, everything orange like autumn personified.
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Violated

Jackie Brennan

The Ladybug.

She's the Jack the Ripper of lnsecta,

She loves avids.

beetling between ground-bound brothels

She's the avid whore.

defacing faceless green-seeking damsels

Devouring the lesser

of the grassy, earthen depths.

feeders of shallow flora.
I used to offer her my hand as a perch.
They say you can buy her

Every time she acquiesced

by the bagful at Home Depot

I was hopeful chat she had curned over a new leaf when

back in Arizona.

-aw-as I suspected.

What bullshit-

She still secretes her fluid deterrent

that you can find her by the bagful.

all over my palm.
Gross.

The last thing
the world needs now

Go back ro your sorry, effeminate existence, lady.

is another damn pound of

I learned my lesson long ago.

crawlers like her,

I see right through your footloose ploys,

duplicitous,

you avid whore.

characterized as calm
and feminine and friendly ...
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Rodolfo Barrett

We are the nation of burgers and fries,
Exorbitant organs, and
Cottage cheese thighs,
And cottage cheese arteries, as a matter of fact,
So packed with coagulant the heart can't contract.
Our butter-fed beauties offered up

t0

the altar

With none of the dignity of fatted lambs tO the slaughter.
Able bodies are becoming as myth in our lands
We prefer euthanasia by our own greasy hands.
When the plastic dagger digs in and we breathe shallow our last
We will know we were right: We were never too fast.
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we are ducks in Newman Lake
bills in Showker
webbed feet waddling without direction
beaconed
back to the pond
loose change in our feathers
dropping coins into the water like a
wishing well

Zane

~howkerl
Lucas Arthur Falzetti

Zoe Cooper Filth

They munched on egg salad down by the lake, a happy couple celebrating two years without a fight. Gazing into his eyes, she turned the
sides of her mouth upward as she cold herself "He's all I'll ever need."

"Do you know why far-away objects look smaller to us?" he asked.

"Umm ... Because the Earth is round and the angle distorts them?"

He scared at her. "You're kidding."

"No, I'm not. I don't know, but it's all I can think 0£"

"You're messing with me. You have to be," he chuckled.

As he expounded on scientific theory her mind wandered off to the lake and their reflection. She fancied herself a princess courted
by a prince, singing in the forest to adoring woodland creatures, thinking with a sigh "He's all I'll ever need."

Then they talked of the future and he said "forever" and tied her stomach in knots. She scared at the water, dreaming of chem
riding in his car, dancing at parties, on an island at sunset; she heard him strumming their song on his electric guitar. Someday-

Above them the geese flew south for the winter, dropping unwelcome white smears on his ratty sweatshirt and her flowing
sundress, souvenirs for the two with feet rooted to the ground.

'th
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(Note to reader: I actually wrote this in the 6th grade and I've just come across
it again. After 9-11, the media was throwing around names ofMiddle Eastern
places that I'd never heard of. .. thus the inspiration. Yes, I was a weird kid.)

A long time ago, slightly after the age of the dinosaurs but before the
dawn of man, llamas ruled the Earth. And there was this one, particularly
famous clan of llamas located in the Middle East. These llamas were led by a
strong and ambitious llama named Stan. Thus his clan, or pack, was known

_, I
(I)

as "Pack-of-Scan."
The Pack-of Stans had a slight problem with border control. You see,
not all lamas are good. A while back, there was chis llama chat went as bad
as you can go. Some even say that he was the worst llama of chem all. His
name was Oh Llama Bin Sadden.
Oh Llama Bin Sadden was an evil llama. He had chis evil plan to

take over the world, or at least the rival clan Pack-of-Scan. So, he trained
up young llamas from the desert, and when they were ready, Oh Llama Bin
Sadden sent his llama spies across enemy borders. Some were even equipped

with bombs and weapons of mass destruction-suicide lammers.
The Pack-of-Stans were alarmed by such terrorist activities, so they
built a large llama tower reaching high up into the sky. So high, in face, chat
a llama in the top of the tower could see for a hundred miles. It was a very
efficient lookout station.
Anyway, llama generals sat in this tower all day long looking out for
Oh Llama Bin Sadden's evil minions. And when a general spotted a llama
entering their territory, he would stop and ask:
"Ohhh. ls-da-laama-bad"
And another General would respond:

History
of ~and
-the
• I 0
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"!dunno if the lama-iz bad. lz-lama-bad?
"Oye. Idunno. We a must a find out if iz-lamabad or if iz lamagood."

("

The llamas would then jump off of the tower to hunt down the intruder. After asking of him many questions, the Pack-of-Scans would decide
if it was a good llama, or if izlamabad. Most of the time, it turned out co be
a bad llama working for Oh Llama Bin Sadden. Thank goodness chose
Pack-of-Stans had that tower to prevent the invasion of super-bad llama
minions.

As time went by, the llama population declined and people began co
cake over the world. Eventually, the great llama cower was destroyed, bur the
story of the great llamas was not forgotten. Their legend lives on through
oral traditions. Thus, when people began building in the Middle Ease, they
decided to call their settlement Pakistan, in honor of the glorious llama
King Stan who once inhabited the area. Today, the spot of the former llama
tower is the site of a great capitol named Islamabad-its name derived from
the question chat the llama generals asked themselves before hunting down
four-legged intruders.
Thus -

(a sixth-grader's account of) the history of Pakistan and the

origin of its name.
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there·s soMethin
beautifu

Katherine Egan

about getting caught in the rain. each drop polka-dots your new dapper dress. you think about your unique flowered umbrella hanging in your dining
room closet. you kick yourself for thinking you could make it home before the storm; but you enjoy the way the rain feels against your skin. your brisk
walk quickly turns into a light jog. the wind against your face causes your hazel eyes to tear and combine with the precipitation. you take off your little
leather flats so that you can run, the pebbles on the pavement impose on the bottom of your toes. you dash through your mother's garden making sure
you don't ruin her beloved baby's breath. you take cover on the veranda that wraps around your hundred-year-old house; sit in the white wooden swing
that hangs perfectly from the roof; hear the drops hit the ceiling; you watch as it all pours down from the terrifying sky. you remember the days when your
father rocked you in this same spot, told you stories abour his childhood, about his father and mother, but you mostly listened to the beat of his heart.
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frasable
Evan Grice
And there we were:
[l

g

k

Rockstars of our generation inhaling the mentholated vapors of another morning,
another reminder of the consequences of our living. The static scratches of our
summertime symphony pressed flush against our perforated speakers. We played
what we knew, riffs and progressions booming from the end of our short-cut horns.
Our bars refused to stay flat, writhing along, bouncing sharply. Still we played

g

on. Meticulously marked, our tempo: allegre, amphetamine. And the notes. The
notes we saw emerging from our roofless auditorium, dancing on our eyelashes
and teasing our pupils, weary from the strain of hallucination. For a moment we
were particles in a motorized shell, lost amid a sea of what and sand, not knowing
that each quarter mile brought us that much closer. Our eyes became unglued and
intermingled with the metronome of lights barraging our vision. We were the ones
mouthing the rinds of our fruitful lives, the ones barreling out of reality and grinding
down the sunset on our way to tomorrow, the rocks tars.

Zach Souliere Breaking the Surface
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The Tinted White Rose
Jim Braudaway
The white rose once young in life.

The bud pulsed at one such erotic notion.

Bud and grew in good soil and air.

The rest flew away in no moral commotion.

A handsome bulb, thorns, a soft knife.

The one was lucky he won his prize.

Took the sun, meant for all to share

His thorax dripping and fire in his eyes,

for this rose, grew to her curve.

gazing at the rose so white and pure.

Developed fast pass the petals of her gender.

Could be color in change to tint from a lure.

She took pride in her color as the bee's nerve.
A victor to the pursuer in no surrender.

She offered him at home and so he did.

The pursuers, they came pondering upon the sight,

Her soft knifes were not match, her open lid.

He tramped, tore at her petals and came in.
on the white rose growing fast, in delight.

Let the devil practice, diseased in sin.

They wisped to and fro.

The rose faltered and her petals crooked tint.

The white rose our to show.

Her beauty was marked, no need for a hint.

She moved around, up and down,

She was soiled, the beauty of the sun.

petals grasping her stem to the round.

Shall never be white, all for a bit of fun.

The pursuers gathered to throw their chances,
to mark their prize and present their lances.

Zach Souliere Heart Wrecked
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Austin Scarbel

This is the second Monday Kyle has missed class. It's six o'clock

released from school. It's late afternoon and the sun is shielded behind

in the morning; he stands over his father in the dim light clutching a

the clouds painting Wilmington Elementary School an ill grey. Sampson

Baltimore Braves mug. The smell of coffee beans wafts through the house,

smiles when he sees his brother's pick-up from the classroom window,

peeling open Kyle's eyes as he sits in the loveseat next ro his father.
At six thirty April wakes, on the recliner, to her wristwatch alarm
clock. The sun shines through the pane-glass living room windows, cast-

pointing out the ragged Chevrolet to his friends. It begins to rain just
as Sampson is let out; he runs, full sprint with his Star Wars backpack
bouncing behind him, to meet his brother.

ing shadows of her birdfeeder collection on the burgundy carpet.

"Take care of everything while I'm gone, little man."
"Stay for dinner! I don't want to be home alone." Sampson pleads.

She'll be late to work again. She moves first to prepare his breakfast,
standing bare-foot on the linoleum floor in her work cloths from yester-

"I need to get on the road, pal. I have something for you though."

day. Through the window above the sink she spots Kyle's 98' Chevrolet

Kyle dangles a string in front of his brother; on it hangs a tiny, silver

pick-up. He can't keep missing school like this, she thinks to herself, as she

whistle. Sampson blows on the whistle; no sound escapes. He looks up,

stuffs a mixture of apples, pears, and bananas into the blender. Though,

disappointed. Kyle smirks back, pointing to his ear.

for a moment, as the colors blend into one, she feels relief.

"Only I can hear it."

Sampson wakes to his mother's gentle touch and the faint hint of

Sampson peels open the side door, stepping out of the rain to track

cigarettes on her breath. He is displeased, rolling over to bury his face in

mud on the linoleum kitchen floor. The house is dark and menacing,

h

the Millennium Falcon on his pillow casing. His mother taps his behind

cast in the shadows of the storm clouds above. Gunshots blast from the

s·

ro show she means business and Sampson crawls reluctantly out of bed,

television speakers, bouncing out into the hallway from his father's room.

scuffing his footy pajamas on the rug.

Krrr-rriinngg. Stiff as a board, Sampson stands in the soft light of the liv-

At seven thirty Sampson is already on bus 142 in route to Wilm-

ing room, dripping on the burgundy carpet.

ingron Elementary School, with his hair combed and his brown-bag lunch

p

k

April tips the mug to his dry, cracked lips and watches as the cool

SI

resting at his feet. April needs to be at work in fifreen minutes; she stands

stream revitalizes them. David tips his head foreword to let her know

on the side porch, with the screen door propped open by her back, inhal-

when he's had enough. He coughs, sending convulsion throughout his

n

ing a Camel Filter like a mad woman.

frail body. He groans, readjusting the knitted blanket to cover only one

i1

Once dressed and already running ten minutes late, April checks
on David a final time. He sleeps, seemingly peaceful. Kyle is snoring on

of his spindly legs. April runs her hand along the uncovered leg, one of
which now permanently roots him to the bed.

the loveseat next to his bed. She remembers a time when it was their bed,
when David would call in sick, and together they would watch old episodes of The Twilight Zone with popcorn and a bottle of red wine nestled
between them in
the sheets.
Moving his
wheelchair out of

"I miss him April," he tells her, pausing to cough. "He's terrified of
me."

n
"He's young, David"

She remembers a time when it was their bed, when David would call in
sick, and together they would watch old episodes of The Twilight Zone
with popcorn and a bottle of red wine nestled between them in the sheets.

n

"I know. I
only have so much

b

b

time; you know
what the doctor

h

the way, she cracks the small window at the foot of his bed. She watches

said. Today when he got home I heard him creep past my door. I had the

ti

him sleep for a moment, then bends down to press her palm to his chalk-

television on. I called out to him."

0

white cheek and kisses him on the forehead before leaving for work.
In the humming Chevrolet, Kyle sits, waiting for Sampson to be

"It's not you he's scared of, you know that." April whispers. She
brushes her palm over his eyelids, and he closes them to sleep.

a

Kelsey Fisher Untitled

Kyle is driving west on I-64 with a cigarette pressed between

'Tm sorry," she tells him. "It's just that this is my fourth day late to

his lips. The rain pours down as he rounds the bends with his pick-up,

work this month and I still haven't heard back from Kyle." April presses

steadily climbing the Blue Ridge Mountains. His phone is ringing in the

her head to his fragile chest, apologizing profusely. He wishes he could

passenger seat.

run his hands through her golden blonde hair, just once more.

"Sampson Bernard Russell, get in that room and give your father a

No angel of death comes to David's room. There is no white light

kiss goodnight!" April's voice booms across the house, standing over the

or halos. At three minutes past midnight, David merely falls asleep for the

sink, pouring boiling pasta into the strainer.

last time.

Sampson has stuffed himself inside his closet, pressing his
mother's cell phone to his ear. Please pick up; please pick up he whispers
into the talk piece, his coats and sweatshirts draped over his back.
"SAMPSON," she belts out. Desperately, he blows on the silver
whistle.
It is late, and Kyle is only an hour from his apartment now. He

Sampson stands next to his mother, holding her hand in his black
suit and tie. April has not gone to work for the past three days. Family
members and friends file in endlessly to pay their condolences to April;
when Sampson gets the chance, he slips away from his mother into the
viewing room.
It's Thursday night and Kyle sits on a stool in the frail light of the

notices the missed called from his brother. Contemplating, he dears the

bar sipping on his bourbon and coke, his father's favorite drink. He has

message without listening. Thinking of his mother, he grinds two Valium

yet to attend class since his return on Monday night. His phone is two

between his teeth and presses the gas pedal to the floor. His worries whip

blocks away in a gutter on South Main, sending ripples through a puddle

by at 80 mph.

as it vibrates repeatedly.

April carefully lifts the spoon full of applesauce to David's lips,

Sampson is alone in the room; he stares at the coffin propped open

his neck arched upward with her hand beneath for support. He's having

before the rows of chairs in the room. He is ready. The silver whistle

trouble swallowing, the applesauce dribbling down his chin and onto the

swings back and forth like a dock as he creeps forward, to where his father

comforter.

rests. Sampson steps onto the riser, peering into the coffin, removes the

"Dammit David," she says. He looks up at her with his glossy eyes
and flops his head back on the pillow, defeated.

string from his neck, and puts the tiny whistle to his father's lips.

Venture
Lucas Arthur Falzetti
Home in a duffel bag
Lightly packed, folded neatly,
leaving space for cultural fragments to fall in
To dust over our belongings, to bury the familiarity
Submerse it until we no longer have recollection of what was brought and what was gained anew
We aboard
Planes flying to the unseen
With no one else would I want to unmask the sights
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Depleted
UraniuM

Babies

Zachary McCarthy

One look at the awkward hands jutting out of shoulders,
tells that it will be a miracle if you live to see the age of three,
much less learn to drive a car, or experience orgasm,
be it by your own hand, or that of another human being.

Of those that do survive, I imagine, almost all choose to live in Fallujah.
Not for the rustic antiquity of dilapidated school buildings,
but for the cancer that pulsates in microscopic particles soaked in D-38,
a radioactive womb to wait out a tepid existence.

It's the same logic that keeps Phillip Morris in the black,
and being born with glistening tentacles twisting out of ear canals,
without a skull to keep your bulging brain from spilling out the back of your head,
one would wonder if the violence of your very existence
is just too much for prime-time news viewers to swallow,
even having the luxury of fully developed American stomachs.

Something about the rape and re-education oflraqi children, now bullet-ridden corpses
stinks of the Davidians' grand experiment and subsequent execution,
so the flame-spewing tanks and drone bombings really come as no surprise.

Depleted uranium babies give the term "Invisible Children" a whole new meaning.
Try being born in the Middle East, which, thanks to America, has a nuclear half-life of 4.5 billion years,
with string bean legs and a scaly impotent dick, and love the new regime
while pasty Poli-sci professors in America's prestigious universities deny that you actually exist.

Try explaining this shit to your conservative priest, or your liberal professor
and receiving a look that modern humans generally reserve for only the vilest of
crack addicted pedophiles, and then say you love your fucking country.
Better yet, try masturbating the soft cocks of twenty-some college students with flaccid poetry
about the shit that makes you want to eat a Kimber SOLO 9mm
while gaining nothing, nothing but the absolute assurance that there is not one
piece of goddamn pussy in this room that wants to fuck you,
much less talk about American foreign policy, over overpriced coffee
with the ghosts of Ethiopian slaves steaming out of the blackness.
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Madelyn Wigle Start.
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The Portrait
of
•

r1Mau

Gabriela Fleury

Do you see the woman sitting there? She rarely smiles, she never

apprehension that is drowned so easily by pleasure. But where could she

speaks. The artist has done a fine job, and for that he should be com-

be placed? The dazzling masterwork could not be put above the chair that

mended. It is a difficult art to change the miller's daughter into Aphro-

listed, or the scuffed table where he ate alone. Her beauty dwarfed all of

dite and it is no easier attempt to transfigure the rich and powerful into

his meagre possessions and for the first time, for he had been always a

someone worth knowing. Still, an interested party might view these

practical man, he felt himselflacking in some manner that he could not

transformations with equal part derision and wonder for the means of the

explain or define. The shop had wrapped her in brown paper---it should

magic are plainly evidenced. There at the artist's feet are the narrow tubes

have been silks.

of pigment, beside him the muddy cups of water, the brushes dried stiff

The artist put her in his studio above the work table, where she

into an unflattering shade of brown. With close attention to the method

might watch him at his trade and where he might draw inspiration from

there should be no astonishment at the finished product for we have seen

the perfection of her lines. He had searched the bottom of the painting

how the rabbits have been smuggled into the hat, we have understood

scrupulously, as well as the back, but had found no mark of an artist, no

the magician too well. But look! See how those odious pigments blend to

name.

show reflection as it dances off her ring, how the brass glows mellowly by

When his clients would sit in the paint-spattered chair for their por-

an imagined light! Some alchemy has been performed here, to bring out

traits, their eyes drifting irresistibly to the woman, he would answer that

the ruby in the rose that lies clasped within her hand---there has never

question with his own name, for was she not what any man desired in a

been a rose like the one between her fingers---and the light from the

woman? Was she not beauty incarnate, ever the nearer, ever out of reach?

painted window shines the look of diamonds in her hair. From these basic

Slavishly, he would attempt to recreate her features upon his own canvas,

elements a life is created that is preferable to a real life breathing, a lie

but these first attempts drawn from his own fantasy failed utterly in their

perfected in every way to be preferable to the truth.

realization. He would paint for hours until his hand shook with fatigue

By day, the artist dabbled in tawdry magic, altering the bridge of
the fishwife's nose to ape a look of nobility, white-washing the ruddiness
in a butcher's cheeks. He painted commissioned illusions for anyone who

but never once had he even come close to the truth that lay in wait just
beyond the edge of that shadow. It was never enough.
So he painted his models during the night as well, any girl that

would pay the price, but by night, he painted for himself and he painted

that could be charmed with a promise of a decent payment and a warm

without knowing why. He could remember the first time that he had seen

bed. He painted them as they sat, thin girls, plump girls, girls with golden

the painting of the woman in the gallery, when he had gone to sketch

hair and girls with hair as black as ebony, finding their beauty in those

the masters. There were many men like him that day, slaves to form and

long nights when the wine had dulled his senses. Drink is cheap magic,

idolaters of inspiration, but he had noticed none of them. She had been

but by its warm sickened glow, he could find every woman beautiful in

waiting for them in her gilded prison, like a lady that does not know

their imperfections, and so he chased the shadow. He knew that if he

when her guests might arrive, but is always expectant. Her hand, trailing

succeeded that woman would stand as he had imagined her to be, and her

a single red rose, was forever outstretched upon the table at which she sat,

arms would be warm and welcoming. Sometimes the girls that he painted

and her sinuous back was turned. Her face was half-hidden by the painted

would want to leave and demand their payment, and he would stop them

shadows so only the slightest hint of her beauty could be seen.

as they stood. Sometimes the girls would not be still, and he would stop

It was enough.

them too. He made them all still for failing at their beauty, but they sat

The painting had been expensive, too expensive, and had cost

for their portraits as if they were ladies, with their heads tilted high and

him nearly all of his allowance. He was not a wealthy man, had always

blood at their throats. He painted them as if he loved them, but they

been cautious with his expenses, but in the rush to bring her home he

could never match the beauty of the face that had been turned away.

had thought nothing of the money, nothing but that small twinge of

He met Madame Grimaud as he met so many of the others. He
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had been drinking and his sight was blurred and dizzied by the scent of
smoke and cheap perfume outside the stage door. It had been raining, and
he had seen the tall, erect figure dart out into the rain, one hand sheltering
her head with a folded newspaper. She was an actress, and she had once
been beautiful, but her face had become tired, and her coat was shabby
at the elbows. The artist saw none of this, but only the promise of those
features, and he charmed her under some silly pretense. She agreed to go
with him at the matter of payment, her rent was late, her bills unpaid, but
she did not trust him. He painted her in a classical pose, and in her hand
he placed a single rose.
It is impossible to say what went wrong. Perhaps the lie had not
transferred, although the actress was beautiful, it was an aging beauty and
it had been dark when he had chosen. Perhaps he realized at last the limitations of his skill and the insurmountable distance to his ideal. Whatever
it had been, when they found Madame Grimaud, there had been flecks
of skin beneath her fingernails and the artist was lying on the floor of the
studio beneath the chair, his paintbrush still clasped in his hand.
Do you see the woman in the painting sitting there? She stays there
still and she looks as if she would turn if called by name, she is more alive
than the living. Sometimes when the shadows are right, she may be seen
to change.
Sometimes, when the dream is right, she may be seen to smile.

fl

Sarah Smith Aloe
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CRADLED
Anonymous

inside of my brain, a vomit colored heart careens. wide right turns turned crash sites turned necks
broken, doubled over, spit shine purple hearted body bag. don't believe in escape because the
pinprick shallow flower hasn't let me go yet and i doubt she will, so will you? leave me?
become some easy bleeding memory like a fla shbulb nightmare back handed slap staring at me
bend down and take it there, easy there, just leave it there. don't let the bugs crawl out of there.
the skeletons rattle hollow and i am so afraid of following the easy trace of coal mine all the
way to your farmer's daughter and don't bother with the lights just let me see you struggle under
canclles. and let me whisper dust into the bowels of your broad shoulders and shake truth out of
your windpipes because the bullshit tastes so sweet and easy, like branches bent from acorn diets,
riots spun from sugar timber, ticking bombs and denim kids too fickle, even just to try it.

make sure not to multiply me more of this would be too much, this glutton life of scraping by
and sometimes i am back on Buddha's sidewalks scratching jokes into the veins of puddles riding
three wheeled bikes like the circus was just a minute's nonsense back to hot pink playdates and tea
stained dresses that never existed. suddenly, i am swinging the hatchet of who and what and why
i now breathe so deep, why i swallow moonlight sadness and spin it into plastic victory, turning
tricks too cheap to fix me, and why i silence serpent tongues, so patiently, so wistfully.

Bird and fish
Gwen Murtha

The first rays of the sun hit the water and turned what was almost dark enough to pass for black into a brilliant blue. With the rays
came a whoosh of feathers and a shadow appeared over the ocean. The figure inhaled the smell of salt and played tag with the waves
that rolled up to cap his wings. The world was new enough chat the ocean was still considered something spectacular and it was teeming with life. A dolphin pod popped their noses out of the water and the winged figure stopped co rub their heads. They squeaked and
jumped backwards, spraying him with cool drops chat sparkled like diamonds when the sun caught chem.

He laughed and flew backwards, his toes dancing across the water. A seagull flew by and settled in the water. It looked up at him,
unable co understand chat there was a type of bird with a flop of messy hair on his head and a nose instead of a beak. Confused, it
cawed at him then turned away to focus on catching its breakfast. He smiled and left it to its business.

The flying fish could hardly keep up with him and they raced for hours. The sharks didn't harm him and gave clemency to any creature
he played with. The giants of the ocean swam to the surface and let him rest on their backs. When they wanted to dive down again,
they breathed sprays of water chat shoe up in the air and then rained down on his head. The water rolled off his feathers and he flew
high enough co visit the clouds. The sun warmed him and dried his wings.

He did not need co eat bur continued co explore the vast blanket of water that seemed to go on forever. Within a day he visited the
places where the water froze and giant chunks of bright blue ice matched the sky in color, and places where the water was warm and
a blue-green shade. He lingered to tease the brightly colored fish, then flew to where the water crashed against giant cliffs and washed
away small bits of rock. He touched the cliff face and decided he would come back another day to explore the land. But now, the water!
The wild, soothing, dangerous, inviting water!

The day ended, as all must, and he settled on a rock to watch the warm colors of the sun give way to the dark of night. Cool water
lapped at his feet and he tickled the head of a curious turtle chat passed by. Before the sky was completely dark and only a few stars
winked in greeting, he flapped his wings and prepared co return co whatever home he had beyond the sea and the sky. He was flying
just below the clouds when he looked down and saw an interesting shape in the water.

He was expected home soon, but he was coo innocent co deny satisfaction to curiosity. He zoomed along until he came to the figure.

It was like him, but not. It had hair like him, and a nose and two eyes that looked like his own. But there were no wings and instead of
legs, she was a fish. She stared up at him through the water, seemingly as fascinated with him as he was with her. One thin arm broke
the barrier between them and her webbed hand touched his feathers. He shivered against her touch.

It was dark and he was expected home. Reluccancly, he left her with promises co come back tomorrow. She nodded and her hair swirled
around her, almost obscuring her smile.

The sun rose the next day and he was there, eager co meet the fish again. He begged the dolphins to help him find her and they swam
the world for her. He found her in the blue-green water, swimming where it was shallow. He flapped down and stood where the water
came up to his knees and she had room to swim around him. For a few moments they stared, each taking in the ocher's similarities and
differences. It seemed the world stopped while they drank in the sight of one another.

The spell was broken when she tickled the backs of his knees. He almost fell in the water, but recovered his wits enough to give her a
mock scowl. She giggled and did it again.
They spent the whole day playing tag. She swam just below the surface of the ocean and he flew just above it. He chased her from the
cliffs to the walls of ice. The cold made chem shiver, and they paused co watch the little birds jump off the ledges and dive deep to look
for fish. When she wasn't paying attention co him, he reached through the water and capped her shoulder.
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She chased him co warmer waters. Whatever allowed him co fly great distances in shore periods of time lee her swim at che same speed.
Nothing stopped chem from going where they wanted. When chey reached the blue-green sea, flying fish jumped up co greet chem.

le was with great reluctance chat he left her when che sun sec.

The next day he found her by che coral reefs. Colorful fish swam through her long strands. They looked like jewels decorating her hair.
When she saw him her face lie up with a smile and she raised a hand out of che water co grasp his.

Overjoyed co feel her, he wrapped his hands around her waist and picked her up. The smile stayed on her face until she cried co
breach. Like any ocher fish plucked from che water, she flapped her tail and her mouth fell open. He quickly put her back into che
ocean. Once she was back in her element and regained her composure, she looked up at him, eyes seeking a solution.
He sec his jaw and flapped his wings. He flew until he could couch che clouds, and once there he stopped his wings co lee the force of
che earth pull him down.

The closer he came co che earth, the faster he fell. The air stung his eyes and made chem water, bur che thought of eternity without her
made chem water faster.

He made a great splash when he hie che ocean. For a few moments he was coo stunned co move. Then he inhaled and che sun
suddenly seemed very far away. He struggled co reach che surface, but he didn't know how co swim and his wings weighed him down.
He felt himself sink further down and the dark edged out the sun.

Cold hands wrapped around him and he felt che brush of rough scales against his skin. He broke che surface with a splash and a gasp
for sweet, sweet air. He barely made it back co shallow water with che fish's help.

le cook hours for his wings co dry, hours he spent with her. He lay on his stomach on a rock and they spent che rest of che day looking
into each ocher's eyes. He had no way of knowing if she cried, bur sale water dripped down his cheeks and fell into che ocean.

He made no move co leave when che sun sec. Who cared about going home when she would always be here, unable co go with him?
Even with all che ocher birds of his kind, it would be a lonely place.

She raised her hand co wipe his tears away and pointed co the moon. le was the first time he had seen che silver glow. le was softer
than che sun's rays and more delicate. le made her hair shine and for a few moments the whole world was quiet so he could cake in the
beautiful sight of his fish in moon's light.

He leaned over the rock and kissed her. Their lips met between the water and the air. She casted like sale and he felt her wee hands run
through his hair. He loved her and wanted nothing more than co cake her up in his arms and carry her co his home beyond the sky.
The kiss, the closest they could ever be co each ocher, ended coo soon. Unable co make her a pare of his eternal life, but also unable co
leave her, the bird stood. He locked eyes with the fish and they understood each ocher. He soared into the sky for the lase time and she
pulled herself onto the rock.

fu he fell, he saw her rail beating against the rock. She sac up and he could see her inflamed gills, desperate for anything chat would
give relief. The flapping eased and, exposed co an element foreign ro her, she died.

He hie the water seconds lacer. This time there was no one co pull him from the darkness. His wings, already abused once chat day,
pulled him down until he felt che soft sand on che ocean floor. Oddly calm, he closed his eyes for the lase time.

If any of che creatures in che air or sea missed the bird and the fish, they didn't show it. Life continued as it had, and as it would, fo r
millions of years. The world, which sto pped so readily for love, did not have the decency co pause for death. If it had, it would have
seen two souls, cruelly kept apart in life, united in the freedom that came from shedding the physical form. They did not make a
home in nest or reef, bur the world has good reason to envy them their happiness.
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if i could to fill the void
with memories and moments
masks of who i am

•
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or what i could have been
if i could to feel the moments
that lost me on the way

which a
Mountain is
forMed. and
crushed
Levi Key

tore me from the memories
and cast me back
down.
onto an earth
where shattering things shatter
where people laugh and scream
pull out hair
pull out.
im not ready.
wasnt ready for what could have changed
for what could have gone wrong
what could
have brought me back to my senses
from a senseless moment
tear me from
down.
where my structure
like a bridge or a mountain
broke from underneath
from where i thought my ideas were real
that my pleads were more than pain
that everyone had something
happen to them,
or a cousin
who knew how to work another boy's body.
but maybe they did.
could have.
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Al

follows the sinking swelling· blue blur

as it bisects white line through
life's semipermeable membrane,
smells burning mortal crust
in midnight air inebriate,
high off the pills and the clouds.

Al

breathes automobile air

in full bloom waiting to die
like dehydrated roadside flowers
lying naked beside a tepid cross,
takes notes yawns masturbates
anything to pass the time.

Al

gazes into the inferno

letting the smell of death linger
notices the hue of death
panties an eternal grey,
sky a perfect match with black cloud lace
she wonders which pair
will wear when
Zachary McCarthy

Al

Al

finally lets go.

Al brushes bloody fingers through hair,
pressure producing a sickening crunch
skull milk that seeps in to dirt,
where the sprinkled teeth
resemble seashells of childhood,
birth control pills bloody little roaches how they resemble
eternity itself abstract ourside your mouth,

Al

smiles as

Al

picks flowers of flesh

and tattered articles of fashion from
the roadside garden.

Al

watches God dangling vindictive over the dead

casting shows onto rescue workers frantic
to cut fabric skin and metal,
mesmerized by putrid bulgolgi
captivating nostrils in the backseat
once a child called Destiny.

•
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"I don't like the way these make me feel," she said as she

second, then utterly depressed the next-and there's nothing wrong

traced her finger along the seam of the cream colored couch in her

with those feelings . It's normal to have them; it's what makes you

psychiatrist's office. There was a pause; the psychiatrist uncrossed her

human . However, medicating children for being a little under the

legs, then re-crossed them, as she confidently answered, "Well, contin-

weather or slightly over excited has become a disturbing trend. In

ue your treatment plan for now. Trust us, we know what's best for you."

2009, a study conducted by the U.S. Food and Drug Administra-

Ourside of the office, I acted as any eight-year-old would.

tion found that "more than 500,000 young children and adolescents

While my sister was inside an office, being poked and prodded with

take antipsychotic medication'' (Craig). On average, 2-3 children in

questions and forced responses, I spun in circles in the middle of the

every classroom are on some kind of behavior modifying drug and

lobby, examining the intricate, glass ceiling above. The steps of the

in the United States, school aged children consume at least four

three-story building winded around, like those of a castle, but the

times the psychiatric medications then the rest of the world com-

elevator was far too interesting to skip a ride inside. It was the largest

bined ("Medicating Kids"). "We are diagnosing ordinary childhood

elevator I had ever been in, with entirely glass walls, making the space

and adolescent behavior as mental disorders" (Ricker and Nicolina).

seem to expand even further. I rode it up and down, making faces at

Out of all the medications Shannon was prescribed, Lexa-

myself in turn with all four of the mirrored walls. My boredom even-

pro and Geodon were the rwo most prominent drugs she used for an

tually led me to venture outside, where I leaped from one giant rock

extended period of time. Lexapro is an anti-depressant of the selec-

to the next while my mother watched me from the window above on

tive serotonin reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) class; it is meant to alleviate

the second floor. She was seated in a dark purple recliner conveniently

mood disorders by increasing the amount of serotonin available to

placed in the hallway for parents and others who had aided someone

the neuron receptor. Geodon is an atypical antipsychotic; it is used

to the dreadful establishment. "What's wrong with Shannon, mom?"

in schizophrenic and bipolar patients to calm the patient's mind, thus

I asked over and over that day, but my mother continued to sheep-

bringing them "down (don) to earth (geo)." For the first couple of

ishly answer, "Nothing sweetheart, she just needs someone to talk to."

weeks Shannon was on the prescribed drugs, she barely can recall

During the hour we waited for my sister to emerge from the small

anything. One of the side effects is lethargy, but it would have been

office, my mother spun her wedding ring around her finger; she fidg-

extremely easy to mistake her as a narcoleptic. At the dinner table

eted and shifted her weight from one elbow rested on the recliner's

she would immediately fall face first against the table asleep; in the

arm to the other. She never told me the name of the place she had

car her head would hang to the side as the seatbelt held her in place.

taken me; she never referred to it as the psychiatrist's office or gave

Wherever she sat she would lose consciousness, only to be awakened

me the slightest hint that this was a normal activity for my sister.

after my mother had been screaming, "SHANNON, HEY SHAN-

I became accustomed to the confused, shocked look that

NON," for a full rwo minutes. Following those fourteen days, Shan-

crossed a friends face after telling them I have rwo sisters, not one.

non said, "I guess I adjusted or something, and then I was just numb;

Maybe it was because of our eight-year age difference, constantly

not numb like neutral, like I don't feel happy or sad, but numb like I

placing us in different environments. Perhaps it was the fact that

was so detached from every aspect of the experience of being a human

she enjoyed music, while my other sister, Allison, and I sided with

that it took a while for me to actually realize that this was the case."

sports. The time she spent at home was due to forced, unpaid bab-

When children are put on psychoactive drugs it is very little

ysitting jobs and during those, she rarely left her room. I grew up

their own choice. Doctors, psychiatrists, and even teachers generally

thinking we lived on different planets. But now, a decade later, I

persuade the parents that something is wrong with their little boy

can't help but blame it on the actuality that Shannon was so numb

or girl. More often then not, parents know little about the options

to feeling anything at all, that it was nearly impossible for her to de-

they have for a child diagnosed with a behavior or mood disorder,

velop a relationship with me, let alone anyone, when I was a child.

so they turn to what was most commonly suggested: drugs. So, the

Adolescence is a confusing time all on it's own; yo ur body

child begins taking the drug and the unwanted behavior ceases-

is changing, your mind is beginning to mature, you're ecstatic one

problem solved ... for everyone but the child. Constantly drugging
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a kid so they do nor act in an unfavorable fashion should not be a so-

attend was to continue to rake Lexapro and Geodon. I was ten; I didn't

lution. Licensed clinical psychologist, Jacob Azerrad, wrote, "Overmedi-

realize the scope of the situation. My sister was still a stranger to me, but

cating kids is a symptom of modern parenting" ("Common Sense on

prescription drugs were anything but a stranger to her. Ar first, Shannon

Medicating Children"). Because it is easy, and allows for an immediate,

continued to rake the drugs, because she was scared and ultimately, felt

quick fix, the number of children on psychoactive drugs is dramatically

alone in the situation. She said, ."you can tell the truth, and [the doctors]

increasing. Around 30 years ago, Ritalin was introduced as the means of

just dismiss and ignore you, so you're basically helpless and will remain a

soothing Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). From here,

victim until you do something about it on your own." So eventually, she

"the number of children on Ritalin jumped almost overnight from zero to

began to wean herself off of the prescriptions. Her grades began to improve;

150,000. By 1988, it reached a million. By 2000, six million children were

she felt better than she had in a long time. But unfortunately, had to lie

raking Ritalin" (Azerrad, "A Crime Against Childhood"). Similarly, "chil-

about consuming the drugs to my parents, school officials, and doctors.

dren today, as young as 3 ½, are being diagnosed as Bipolar and given the

Sometimes a person can benefit from certain types of drugs, but

antipsychoric medication, Risperdal" (Azerrad, "A Crime Against Child-

rarely is that person a child. Companies generally avoid pediatric drug rest-

hood") . And despite the rising numbers of prescriptions, 1,207 children

ing because of the unerhicality of using children as lab rats. Therefore, "it

who were consuming Risperdal in 2008 suffered serious problems-and

is impossible to know whether a drug found effective for adults will work

of these, 31 died (Azerrad, "Common Sense on Medicating Children").

well in children ... and it also is impossible to know what safety signals to

So why do prescriptions continue to be given to children even

watch for and how to manage them" (Vanchieri 20). However, some people

after such negative side effects have occurred? Parent's lack of knowledge

are honestly, truly in need of drug therapy, and some drugs can honestly,

cannot bear all the blame. In the PBS Frontline, Medicating Kids, Dr. Bill

truly help a person manage symptoms of mental illness. However, many

Dodson is a psychiatrist who promotes ADHD awareness. What Dodson's

of these drugs exist for multiple reasons. If a person is constantly black-

patients are unaware of is that Dodson is one of several doctors who re-

ing our, hallucinating, having seizures or murdering their pets, then sure,

ceive payments from Shire Richwood, the makers of Adderall, to endorse

whatever side effects drugs might have are probably worth it if they can

such promotions since federal law prohibits stimulant makers from adver-

help you control that kind of behavior; being drugged day and night is not

tising their drug directly to consumers. A rise in sales equates to a bonus

really a great thing, unless the alternative is worse. Though, "feeling sad"

on Dodson's next paycheck. Likewise, "anti-psychotics were the nation's

or having "excessive energy" is nor an indication that your head is in such

top class of drugs by revenue in 2009 at $14.5 billion" (Azerrad, "Com-

disrepair that it requires drug-induced shut down. A kid not being able to

mon Sense on Medicating Children").
Pharmaceutics have
become a profit
driven industry,
disregarding the fact
that its products are
tampering with the
minds and bodies
of living, breathing
people-and now,
these people are so

sit still in third grade or a teen-

My sister was still a stranger to
me, but prescription drugs were
anything but a stranger to her. At
first, Sliannon continued to take
the drugs, because she was scared
and ultimately,
. felt
. alone in the
s1tuat1on.

young that their
physical and emotional development is being altered entirely. Azerrad

ager feeling shitty shouldn't
be so societally unacceptable
that we immediately saturate
their brains with substances.
As little as I knew my own
sister, it's possible she knew herself even less. When asked about
her past experience with the prescription drugs, Shannon said:
I barely knew who I
was, so I wasn't really capable

of havi ng

any

feel-

ings about anything. I guess I kind of believed that I would 'even our'

wrote in his article, ''A Crime Against C hildhood":

or 'come through it' or something; I kept waiting for the magic pills to

"There are pills for yelling, biting, kicking, cursing, punching, namecalling, and lying. There are pills for whispering in class. There are pills
for when grandma dies. There are pills for bad habits. There are pills for
daydreaming. The medical model is great for curing illnesses. What's
wrong with it is that it deals with learned responses as though they were
diseases. And almost all human behavior is based on learned responses. By
prescribing strong medicines instead of teaching children new choices, it
short-circuits the process by which they grow and learn."

eventually bring me to a state of clarity and normalcy. Bur finally I realized, 'wait, didn't I used to be a person or something? Where am I?
What happened this year? And why am I even raking these drugs? '
Although these drugs may have robbed my sister of many years of
her life, they thankfully did nor rob her of her life completely. Shannon
was able to discontinue the use of Lexapro and Geodon by her sopho-

In the Fall of 2003, my sister began college at James Madi-

more year of college. However, 17-year-old Andrew Eichele, 16-year-old

son University. However, one of the requirements for her to enroll and

Michael Harvey, 15-year-old Michael Fisher, and 13-year-old Andrew

